
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 6, pp. 317 { 322 c 2012 March 25Anisotropic distributions of electrical currents in high-Tcgrain-boundary junctionsM.Yu.Kupriyanov, M.M.Khapaev, Y.Y. Divin�+, V.N.Gubankov+Lomonosov Moscow State University, Skobeltsyn Institute of Nuclear Physics, 119991 Moscow, Russia�Peter Gruenberg Institute, Forschungszentrum Juelich, 52425 Juelich, Germany+Kotel'nikov Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of the RAS, 125009 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 14 February 2012We developed a self-consistent method for calculations of spatial current distributions in high-Tc grain-boundary junctions. It is found that crystallographic anisotropy of high- Tc superconducting electrodes resultsin the e�ects, which previously were not taken into account for interpretations of experimental data. Amongthem is a signi�cant redistribution of electrical currents in superconducting electrodes in the vicinity of agrain boundary. In particular in the case of [100]-tilt bicrystal junctions, this current redistribution results ina substantial focusing to the top or bottom part of a thickness of the grain boundary, depending on \roof"-or \valley"-type of the grain boundary. This redistribution is accompanied by generation of vortex currentsaround the grain boundary, which leads to selfbiasing of grain-boundary junctions by magnetic �eld nucleatedby these vortex currents. It is shown that twinning or variation of geometrical shape of the high-Tc electrodemay also result in intensive redistribution of electrical currents and nucleation of local magnetic �elds inside ahigh-Tc superconducting electrodes.A decisive role in electrical transport in high-Tc su-perconducting materials with anisotropic pairing, likecuprate superconductors [1, 2] and Fe-based compounds[3{6], belongs to grain boundaries (GB). Among a vari-ety of possible crystallographical orientations of grainsforming a boundary, the [001] tilt GB (see Fig. 1a) had

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the crystallography ofa [001]-tilt boundary (a), a [100]-tilt boundary (b)been studied the most intensively with an emphases onthe e�ect of order parameter symmetry and the mecha-nisms of charge transfer across the GB-interface [1, 2],[7{15].Recently, [100]-tilt high-Tc GB-junctions with mu-tually tilted c-axis's (see Fig. 1b) have been fabricated

[16{25] with an order of magnitude lower GB meander-ing and up to a threefold increase of the IcRn-values[16{19]. A complete antiphase correlation between low-frequency uctuations of the resistance Rn and the criti-cal current Ic has been observed in these junctions, thusshowing that both quasiparticles and Cooper pairs owdirectly through the same regions of the barrier [24]. Inspite of intensive e�orts, the mechanisms of electricaltransport through grain boundaries in high-Tc super-conductors are still far from understanding. This is truenot only in respect of physics of conductivity of GB it-self, but also in respect of inuence of normal and su-percurrent redistribution in the vicinity of GB on theirproperties.It is well known that strong anisotropy of resistivityof high-Tc materials must be taken into account duringinterpretations of electrical data. A simple assumptionthat electrical resistivity of the material is proportionalto the measured resistance with some coe�cient of pro-portionality given by sample geometry may give an in-correct result [26{36].The same must be obviously true for GB-junctions,since superconducting electrodes are anisotropic mate-rials in both geometries presented in Fig. 1. Therefore,simply considering these GB-junctions as structures bi-ased by homogeneously distributed current may also re-sult in incorrect interpretations of data.Previously the problem of electrodes anisotropy inhigh-Tc GB had been considered only for [100]-twist�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 317



318 M.Yu.Kupriyanov, M.M.Khapaev, Y.Y.Divin, V.N.GubankovGB [37] under assumption that the applied current islocated in the vicinity of GB and ows along it. It hadbeen shown that in this geometry the current ows inhelical paths and provides appearance of inductance. Italso generates the magnetic �eld components. Unfortu-nately, the problem considered in [37] is not applicable toa majority of experiments, where the current is appliedin the direction normal to GB-interface and crystallo-graphical orientations are either [001] or [100] tilt GB(see Fig. 1).The goal of this study is to demonstrate that even ina nanowire composed from two single-crystalline high-Tc thin �lms separated by [100]-tilt GB, an assumptionof a uniform distribution of the normal current over the�lm thickness, being natural for low-Tc junction, gen-erally does not work and is valid only in the limit ofextremely small conductivity of GB-interface.To prove this statement, we consider a [100]-tilt GBshown in Fig. 1b. We suppose that it forms by two un-twined single-crystalline blocks separated by GB, whichcharacterized by a thickness L and an isotropic con-ductivity �B : Both the width w and thickness ds ofthe blocks are assumed to be much smaller than e�ec-tive London penetration depth. The conductivity of theblocks in c direction, �c; is taken to be 100 times smallerthan that in ab plane, �a, which is actually in the caseof the best single crystals of YBa2Cu3O7�x [38]. Forsimplicity, below we will not take into account the dif-ference between �a and �b since it is much smaller thanthat between �c and �a: We assume also that the cur-rent leads located su�ciently far from GB so that thedetails of current injections does not inuence on thespatial distribution of the current far from GB, which isassumed to be uniform in a cross section of the blocks.Under these assumptions, the normal current distri-bution in the vicinity of GB can be found from the so-lution of Laplace equation for scalar potential ': Insidethe crystallographical blocks, it has the form@2'@y2 �yy + 2�xy @2'@y@x + �xx @2'@x2 = 0; (1)where components of the conductivity tensor, �xx, �yx,and �yy relates to �c and �a by equations�xx = ��a cos2 � + �c sin2 �� ; (2)�yy = ��c cos2 � + �a sin2 �� ; (3)�yx = �xy = (�c � �a) cos � sin �; (4)and � is the angle between x-axis and crystallographicalaxis a (see Fig. 1b).

GB is modeled either as a single interface having re-sistance, R; and area, A = wds; or as a layer, which ischaracterized by isotropic conductivity �B and thicknessL � ds: In the �rst case, it describes by the boundaryconditions in the formjx(�0; y) = jx(+0; y) = '(+0; y)� '(�0; y)Rwds ; (5)where R = L��1B : These conditions provide the con-servation of x component of the current density acrossthe interface. If the boundary is completely transparent(R = 0), they are transformed to classical conditions ofcontinuity for a component of the current density, nor-mal to the interface, and potential:jx(�0; y) = jx(+0; y); '(+0; y) = '(�0; y): (6)In the second interface model, we have used theboundary conditions (6) at x = �L=2:Boundary conditions at free interfaces �S � x � S,y = 0; ds, jy = @'@y �yy + @'@x�xy = 0; (7)follow from the absence of the current ow across them.Here, S is the length of blocks in x direction and, jy is acurrent density component in y direction. At their endwalls 0 � y � ds, x = �S=2 we demand the uniformdistribution of the x component of the current density,jx; in a cross section of the structure,jx = @'@x�xx + @'@y �xy = Idsw : (8)Here, I is the magnitude of an injection current. Thelast condition is rather natural even for anisotropic ma-terials since in the absence of GB, that is for an uniformsingle-domain �lm, the boundary problem (1), (7), (8)has a trivial solution' = I(�yyx� �xyy)dsw�c�a : (9)This solution says that the current tends to be distrib-uted homogeneously across an anisotropic �lm (jx == I=dsw; jy = 0) at the distances, which are su�cientlyfar from the current injection electrodes.The boundary problem (1){(8), (5) has been solvednumerically. To do this, we have adopted Finite ElementMethod package FreeFEM++ [39]. It follows from thecalculations that the presence of grain boundaries maylead to a substantial redistribution of current over the�lm thickness. Figure 2 shows the stream lines calcu-lated numerically in the limit of a completely transpar-ent GB-interface (L ! 0) and � = 12�: It is clear that,�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 2. The stream lines calculated numerically in the limitof fully transparent GB-interface (L! 0) and � = 12�far from GB, the current starts from homogenous distri-bution across the �lm and, close to GB, tends to concen-trate in the its upper part. This e�ect is rather trivial, ifwe take into account the large di�erence between mag-nitude of �a and �c; which is intrinsic for high-Tc �lms.The current, instead of owing homogeneously, takes theab planes on one side of GB and �nd the easiest way,which goes along the symmetrically located ab planes onthe other side of the interface. The resultant spreadingresistance of the part of the �lm, in which the currentconcentration takes place, is found to be less than theresistance of the same �lm area, containing GB, undercondition of the uniform distribution of current inside it.This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the di�erence between

Fig. 3. The di�erence between the resistance of the samplewith GB, R; and without it, Rsl; as a function of angle �the resistance of the sample with GB, R; and without it,Rsl = SWds �yy�c�a ; (10)is plotted as a function of the angle �. It is shown inFig. 3 that, at � = 12� � 0:21 radian, the presence ofGB leads to a decrease of the resistance if �c . �B ,while the di�erence R � Rsl starts to be positive forsmaller magnitudes of �B : It is interesting to note, thatthe value of � = 12� is close to the local minimum of theR�Rsl di�erence as a function of �:

The larger is the resistance RB = L=(Wds�B) ofGB itself, the smaller the e�ect of current concentra-tion. This fact is illustrated in Figs. 4{6. They demon-

Fig. 4. Current component in the x-direction, jx; as a func-tion of the coordinate y calculated at the distance x = �dsfrom GB for L = 0:05ds; �a = 100; �c = 1; � = 12�; andfor a set of parameter �B = 100; 10; 3; 1; 0:5; 0:1; 0:05

Fig. 5. Current component in the x-direction, jx; as afunction of the coordinate y calculated at the distancex = �0:15ds from GB for L = 0:05ds; �a = 100; �c = 1;� = 12�; and for a set of parameter �B = 100, 10, 3, 1,0.5, 0.1, 0.05strate the x-component of the current density, jx; as afunction of the coordinate y calculated numerically forL = 0:05ds; �a = 100; �c = 1; � = 12�; and for a setof parameter �B from 100 to 0:05 in three cross sec-tions of the �lm. As can be seen from Fig. 4 that, for�B = �a = 100, the current density, jx; concentrates inthe upper half part of S grain at the distance of the orderof ds from GB. The maximum value of jx is achieved aty � 0:75ds and it is approximately 20 times larger com-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 6. Current component in the x-direction, jx; as a func-tion of the coordinate y calculated at GB (x = 0) forL = 0:05ds; �a = 100; �c = 1; � = 12�; and for a setof parameter �B = 100; 10; 3; 1; 0:5; 0:1; 0:05pare to the magnitude of jx at y = 0: The closer isthe coordinate x to GB location, the larger is this di�er-ence. The physical nature of this phenomenon lies in thegeneration of closed vortex currents (see Fig. 7), whose
Fig. 7. The vortex current lines calculated numerically inthe limit of fully transparent GB-interface (L ! 0) and� = 12�existence is a direct consequence of the anisotropic na-ture of conductivity of high-Tc grains. It is obvious thatthese vortex currents generate a magnetic �eld. It is di-rected along GB perpendicular to xy-plane and locatedin its vicinity.All these e�ects demonstrate the intensity, which isstrongly depended on transport properties of GB, i.e.the smaller GB conductivity �B , the smaller a degree ofcurrent concentration in the upper part of GB, an in-tensity of vortex currents and, correspondingly, a mag-nitude of the magnetic �eld.It is necessary to mention that the formulated bound-ary problem (1){(8) can be also applied for the descrip-tion of supercurrent distribution in the considered struc-ture if under ' we mean a phase of the order parameter� of superconducting blocks.

This is true inside the S-grains if the magnitude ofsupercurrent is small enough in order to neglect the sup-pression of �, thus providing the proportionality of ��2cand ��2a to conductivities, �c and �a; respectively. Here,�c and �a are superconducting penetration depths in cand a directions.At the GB, interface conditions (5), (6) are not validand should be replaced byjx(�0; y) = jx(+0; y) = jcf(�); (11)where jc is the GB critical current density and f(�)is a current-phase relation, that is the function, whichrelates the density of supercurrent across the GB to aphase di�erence of order parameters on both sides of GB[40]. In general, both jc and f(�) depend on both theintrinsic properties of GB and the form of supercurrentdistribution inside the grains and must be determinedselfconsistently with the solution of (1). However, if aspreading resistance, i.e. an additional part of the grainresistance due to current redistribution caused by GB, issmaller than the resistance of GB itself, then, in a �rstapproximation, in � we may neglect a contribution ofnonlinear e�ects caused by the concentration of the su-percurrent in the S-electrodes and consider � as a phasejump across GB,� = '(+0; y)� '(�0; y): (12)If GB-junction is characterized by the simplest shape off(�) = sin(�); then it is possible to use the condition(11) in the formjx(�0; y) = jx(+0; y) = jc sin(�); jc = Icwds ; (13)where Ic is GB critical current.The calculations of supercurrent distributions are inprogress now and will be published elsewhere. Never-theless, even based on the results obtained above, itis possible to conclude that anisotropy of high-Tc elec-trodes and corresponding redistribution of normal andsupercurrent in the vicinity of GB-plays as an impor-tant role as the mechanism of current transport acrossthe GB-junction. This conclusion is important not onlyfor considered [100]-tilt boundaries, but also for [001]-tilt interfaces (see Fig. 1a). Note, that in the last casethe degree of anisotropy is smaller in a large factor ofthe order of 50, but the magnetic �eld of vortex currentsgenerated at the vicinity of [001]-tilt interfaces are nowparallel to xy-planes, so that a [001]-tilt GB Josephsonjunction appears to be selfbiased by magnetic �eld evenwithout any external magnetic �eld biasing. The situa-tion with self-biased magnetic �elds might be even more�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 8. The stream lines calculated numerically in the high-Tc single grain of the special shape without GB inside it,� = 12�

Fig. 9. The vortex current lines calculated numerically inthe high-Tc single grain of the special shape without GBinside it, � = 12�complicated if twinned high-Tc thin-�lm electrodes areused in the [001]-tilt GB Josephson junctions. Thesefacts should be taken into account during a data inter-pretations, but was completely ignored in all previousstudies.
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